Abstract— Good Transportation Planning needs a good and accurate Transport Model. Trip Production Modeling, as the first step, needs to be accurate also. A new Trip Production Accuracy measure, incorporating $R^2$ and Confident Interval values, has been proposed. An experiment to investigate the CI Behavior, due to the variation of Independent Variable Value, needs to be done. The experiment indicates that the CI Value is very useful accuracy measure since it can give the picture of Predicted TP Accuracy. The experiment indicates also that higher Independent Variable Value gives higher CI Value, measured in percentage. A further research to determine accepted CI Value still needs to be executed.

Index Terms— confidence interval, confidence interval behavior, trip production model, simple linear zonal regression.

I. INTRODUCTION

Transport Model (TM) is always needed for Transportation Planning. In general, we have 3 TM types: Direct Model (TDM), Conventional Model (TCM), and UnConventional Model (TUCM). The TCM is still good to be used [1-6]. In order to produce a good Transportation Plan, a good and accurate TM is needed. Method or technique for achieving accurate enough TM needs to be built. The first step of TM is Trip Production (TP) Modeling. TP Model has been developed in three types: the Zonal Regression (ZR), the Category Analysis (CA) and the Household Regression (HR) TP Models. For Indonesian practice, the ZR TP Model seems the most appropriate. Researches have developed several types of ZR TP Models, among others are: Simple Linear Zonal Regression (SLZR), Multivariate Linear Zonal Regression (MLZR) and even Non-Linear Zonal Regression (NLZR). The SLZR TP Model is the most practical to be used for professional work and widely used in Indonesia [1-4,7-9].

The most practical TP Model is the Simple Linear Zonal Regression (SLZR). Several experiments in Regression shows that, for certain cases, a better coefficient of determination ($R^2$) does not always produce a more accurate prediction. Good $R^2$ can be easily gotten from a small sample size. Therefore, a better accuracy measure must be formulated. A proposal of accuracy measure has been set. It consists of: a good sampling method, a set of appropriate statistical test, and the use of $R^2$ and Confidence Interval (CI) [8-11]. An investigation of the correlation between Sample Variation, Predicted Values, $R^2$ Values, and CI Values has been done, based on a very small sample. Several important indications have been gotten. The findings strengthen the idea for using $R^2$ and CI as the indicator for modeling accuracy [12]. A more serious experiment based on real Transport Modeling cases needs to be done.

This paper presents an attempt to investigate the effect of the Ratio between Independent Variable Value to the Sample’s Maximum Independent Variable (Ratio of $\text{IVV/IVS}_{\text{max}}$) on CI value. A real case of SLZR Trip Production Modeling was taken.

II. RESEARCH METHOD

The research was executed by following these method steps: background statement, objective designation, research method, literature review, data processing and analysis, and finalized by conclusions.

III. LITERATURE REVIEW

The Trip Production (TP) as a part of the Trip Generation Model, usually is measured as home base trip production. The TP can be modeled by zonal regression (ZR), category analysis (CA), and household regression (HR). For professional work, the ZR is normally modeled as a Simple Linear Zonal Regression TP Model (SLZR TP Model) [1-4,7].

The SLZR TP Model must be accurate enough. It has been indicated that a model with better $R^2$ does not always give better-predicted value [8]. New accuracy measures have been proposed, which incorporates the $R^2$ and CI values [9].

The Simple Linear Regression formula is presented below [10,11].

$$\hat{Y} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 X + \varepsilon \quad (1)$$

$$\hat{Y} = a + b \ X \quad (2)$$
where:

- **Y**: the dependent variable
- **X**: the independent variable
- \( \hat{Y} \): estimates from the regression equation
- \( \bar{Y} \): means of **Y**
- **a**: slope
- **b**: intercept
- **n**: number of observations

The coefficient of determination (R²) formula is presented below \[10,11\].

\[
R^2 = 1 - \frac{\sum (Y_i - \hat{Y}_i)^2}{\sum (Y_i - \bar{Y})^2}
\]

where:

- **R²**: coefficient of determination
- **Y**: the dependent variable
- \( \hat{Y}_i \): estimates from the regression equation
- \( \bar{Y} \): means of **Y**

The Confidence Interval (CI) image is presented in Fig. 1 below, while the formula is also presented below \[10,11\].

\[
 CI = \hat{Y} \pm t_{\alpha/2, df=n-2} \times S_{\hat{Y}}
\]

where:

- **CI**: confidence interval of predicted **Y** value (CIoPV)
- \( \hat{Y}_i \): the value of observed **Y**
- \( \hat{Y}_i \): the value of predicted **Y**
- **X**i: the value of observed **X**i
- **n**: number samples
- **S_{\hat{Y}}**: standard deviation of \( \hat{Y} \)
- **s**: standard deviation of **Y**
- **t**: student distribution value for a certain confidence value

### IV. CI Calculation and Analysis

#### A. Research Case

The research case was taken in Gresik City, East Java. A Trip Production Modeling of motorcycle trip during morning peak hour was calculated, for Gresik Urban Area. The data was taken by Household Interview Survey (HIS), with a sample of 800 households. The Modeling Area is divided into 25 zones, based on kelurahan administrative area or a group of kelurahans. The modeling area covers the Gresik District, a part of Kebomas and Manyar Districts. Gresik Urban Area Map, Motorcycle Population Data and HIS Data are presented below in Fig. 2 and in Table I.

#### B. Trip Production Model

An SLZR Trip Production Model has been built using HIS Data. The Independent Variable (IV) is the number of motorcycles (MC) in each zone, while the Dependent Variable (DV) is the TP for each zone. The SLZR TP Model is

\[
\hat{Y}_i = a + bX_i
\]

\[
\hat{\beta}_1 = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} X_i Y_i - n \bar{X} \bar{Y}}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} X_i^2 - n \bar{X}^2}
\]

\[
\hat{\beta}_0 = \bar{Y} - \hat{\beta}_1 \bar{X}
\]
presented below. While the Regression Image is presented in Fig. 3.

\[
TP_{MCi} = 0.9075 \times MC_i - 3.4412 \tag{9}
\]

\[
R^2 = 0.9713 \tag{10}
\]

Where:

- \(TP_{MCi}\) : morning peak motor cycle trip production value, zone \(i\) (mc-trip/hr)
- \(MC_i\) : motorcycle population, zone \(i\) (motorcycle)
- \(R^2\) : coefficient of determination

TP Predicted Values for the 25 zones have been calculated. The CIs were calculated only for two zones, one with the smallest and another with the biggest number of motorcycles. The calculation result is presented in Table II below. While the CI Image is presented in Fig. 4.

**C. Confidence Interval (CI) Calculation for Analyse**

To investigate the CI Value Behavior due to IV Value Variation, six Zonal MC Values were taken for calculation. The calculation result is presented in Table III below.

**D. Analysis of Confidence Interval (CI) Behavior**

For easiness and clearness of CI Behavior investigation, the CI Values are measured in percentage while the IV Values are measured in Ratio between The IV Value and The IV Base Value. The IV Base Value is the Maximum MC Value in Regression Calculation, means the maximum MC Value gotten by HIS. The calculation is presented in Table IV.

---

**TABLE II**

**PREDICTED TP VALUES AND CI VALUES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>MC Population</th>
<th>Trip Production</th>
<th>Confidence Interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>motorcycle</td>
<td>MC-trip/hr</td>
<td>Min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ngipik</td>
<td>935</td>
<td>845</td>
<td>-3,789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Randuung</td>
<td>17375</td>
<td>15,756</td>
<td>-1,664,238</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE III**

**CONFIDENCE INTERVAL CALCULATION RESULTS OF SIX IVS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>Trip Production</th>
<th>Confidence Interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>min</td>
<td>max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>HIS-max</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>-453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>in between</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>-2,161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ngipik</td>
<td>845</td>
<td>-3,789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Sidorukun</td>
<td>5,150</td>
<td>-233,911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>in between</td>
<td>8,300</td>
<td>-455,420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Randuung</td>
<td>15,756</td>
<td>-1,664,238</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Ratio Values and CI Values are tabulated and drawn graphically. It can be seen easily that bigger Ratio Value give bigger CI Value. It means that the HIS must be executed with a big number of HIS Samples for certain zone.

The Ratio Values and the corresponding CI Values are presented in Table V below. While the correlation graph is presented in Fig. 5 as follows.

![Confidence Interval vs. IV Ratio Graph](image)

**Fig. 5. The graph correlation between the Ratio Value and the CI Value**

### V. CONCLUSIONS

The research has been finished satisfactorily, the research objective has been fulfilled. Main conclusions are written below.

- The CI is an important measure, it can give a picture of the Predicted Value (TP) accuracy.
- The resulted CI Line is conforming with the theoretical CI Line form, presented in Fig. 1.
- The higher IV Value produces bigger CI Value, thus less degree of accuracy.
- Getting the less CI Value needs smaller IV Ratio Value.
- The sampling size in term of Number of HIS Samples and Number of Observed Zones need to be investigated, based on further deeper experiment.
- The accepted CI Value need to be defined, based on further deeper experiment.

This research should be further developed by investigating the HIS Sample characteristics, by investigating the mathematical behavior of CI Formula for Simple Linear Regression, by investigating the CI Value Behavior on the regression line, by investigating the influence of sampling variation to R² and CI Values, by investigating the influence on the predicted value error caused by sampling variation, by investigating the CI Formula for other Regression Models. Briefly, achieving a sound conclusion, of how the sampling must be designed to reach a good SLZR TP accuracy, still needs several serious findings.
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